The superior imaging capabilities of wide azimuth (WAZ) are now well established. Processing such acquisitions requires adaptation of the processing workflows and tools. For example the recorded azimuthal information must be kept and the tools should be able to deal with the increased amount of data. Concerning the velocity model building, a question remains on the need of introducing azimuthal anisotropy. In this paper we address this point with a time and depth imaging case study for a high density wide azimuth (WAZ) land surface acquisition. We show on this dataset that azimuthally varying residual move-out observed on time migrated common image gathers (CIG) definitely disappears on depth migrated CIGs (in both cases no azimuthal anisotropy is introduced in the velocity model). This illustration highlights the limits of the assumptions of time imaging, thus promoting the use of depth imaging when processing high-density WAZ data, even in the context of mild geological complexity.
Introduction
The seismic industry is currently pushing towards the development of WAZ acquisitions. The processing of such datasets requires some adaptations of existing tools and workflows. For example the concept of offset vector tiles (allowing design of common offset vector (COV) cubes) has been introduced for processing WAZ acquisitions (Vermeer, 2002) . Compared to narrow azimuth (NAZ) acquisitions the processing of WAZ data requires combination of information from the various azimuths associated to the various COV volumes. During this process the velocity model building step is critical for reconciling the kinematics observed on the various azimuths. In the frame of migration velocity analysis this firstly imposes to develop tools for picking azimuthal residual moveout (RMO) (Lecerf et al., 2009; Siliqi and Talaalout, 2009) . The second need is to have adequate tools allowing tomographic update of the velocity suitable to handle WAZ acquisition Zimine et al., 2010) . Using such tools it becomes possible to investigate WAZ velocity model building addressing the problem of azimuthal anisotropy.
In this paper we present a dense WAZ acquisition imaging case study. Our processing workflow involves non-linear slope tomography for both time and depth imaging (Guillaume et al., 2008; Lambaré et al., 2009 ). An azimuthal residual move-out picking is performed on initial Pres-Stack Time Migration (PreSTM) gathers. These gathers are characterized by a significant wobbling effect when sorted as "snail" gathers (Lecerf et al., 2009) (Figure 1 ). Should we interpret this wobbling effect as azimuthal anisotropy? Will it disappear after improving time velocity model or processing through depth imaging? These are the questions we address in this paper. nd EAGE Conference & Exhibition incorporating SPE EUROPEC 2010
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A high density WAZ land data
For our investigations a subset was selected from a high density WAZ land orthogonal surface acquisition, over a faulty elongated anticline. All the figures presented in this paper are extracted from a central 7.5 km line, with a dip direction with respect to the main structure. This dataset was processed through offset vector binning to deliver 225 single-fold COVs with homogeneous offset and azimuth within each COV. These "pseudo minimum datasets (Vermeer, 2002) represent cubes with minimum holes or over fold. The offset X and offset Y increment (400m) and range (-3000m to +3000m) used by the tiling process are directly related to the acquisition scheme (200m between shot lines and between receiver lines). Offset and azimuth information is preserved throughout the processing sequence.
We start from an initial PreSTM done for the 225 COVs independently and ordered as snail gathers ( Figure 1 ). This kind of data sorting is suitable for WAZ parabolic elliptical RMO picking. This approximation is reasonable as incidence angles are limited. Furthermore, Lecerf et al. (2009) have shown that this approximation is adequate to compensate for azimuthal velocity variations as the algorithm takes into account all azimuths simultaneously and is less sensitive to the noise than independent azimuthal sectoring analysis (Figure 2 ). (Lecerf et al., 2009 The point is now to investigate if the azimuthally varying RMO can be interpreted in terms of azimuthally varying velocities. This can be addressed using a non-linear slope tomographic update of the velocity, with the advantage of using the same picking for time and depth velocity model building.
Figure 1 Gathering of COV PreSTM traces in a snail gather

Non-linear slope tomography for time and depth imaging
Non-linear slope tomography (Guillaume et al., 2008) is an accurate tool for velocity model building that minimizes the local slope of migrated events in the common image point (CIP) gathers.
The use of locally coherent events makes it particularly adapted to dense volumetric picking. Resolution of non-linear aspects provides the best possible update of the velocity model from a given picking.
Here we use here the extension of the method to WAZ data both for depth and time velocity update (Lambaré et al., 2009) . It is coupled with a dense WAZ RMO picking (Lecerf et al., 2009) . Note that picking of locally coherent events can be done indifferently in the depth or time-migrated domains (Lambaré et al., 2007) or even in the un-migrated domain (Figure 3) . When picked in the migrated domain, a kinematic de-migration (Guillaume et al., 2001; Chauris et al., 2002) performs the conversion of the local event to the un-migrated domain, providing the so-called kinematic invariants.
Application to the land WAZ dataset
To update time and depth velocity models through slope tomography, we need to compute the kinematic invariants in the un-migrated domain via a de-migration process. Here we use the RMO information picked on PreSTM gathers and dips, and skeletons picked on a near-offset stack using an automatic structural mapping of coherent horizons (Siliqi et al., 2009) . Effective parameters V eff and η eff will be updated in the time-migrated domain (Lambaré et al., 2009 ) whereas interval parameter V int will be updated in the depth-migrated domain from the same set of kinematic invariants (Figure 3 ). Figure 2 . We show with this application of WAZ non-linear slope tomography that interpretation of azimuthally varying RMO observed on PreSTM snail gathers can be tricky. It could be interpreted as effective azimuthal anisotropy as it remains after an accurate time tomographic update of the velocity. But since it disappeared as soon as we moved to depth imaging it has to be considered as a pure bias of time imaging observed on WAZ data. This bias seems to be essentially associated to structural dips rather than heterogeneity, layering, fractures, or intrinsic anisotropy sometimes advocated to explain effective azimuthal anisotropy (note that no interval anisotropy has been introduced for depth imaging). The resulting improvement in focusing is particularly helpful for fault delineation. As a conclusion we suggest that depth rather than time processing should be applied to high-density wideazimuth data, even in the context of mild geological complexity.
Figure 4: Time versus depth imaging after time and depth WAZ non-linear slope tomography. Top) The final PreSTM results where we observe on the left a remaining wobbling effect event if it has been significantly reduced compared to initial PreSTM (Figure 2). Bottom) the final PreSDM results where the wobbling effect has disappeared and where the faults are even sharper than on the PreSTM with RMO corrections from
